ABSTRACT We present a method to approximate a mannequin represented as a triangle/quadrangle mesh using spheres and capsules. We formulate this 3-D approximation problem as a 2-D one, which increases its efficiency by one or even two orders of magnitude. Our algorithm first extracts cross sections from a given mannequin, approximates each cross section with circles using a variant of iterative Lloyd clustering, and finally generates capsules based on the circle sets. Compared with previous methods, our method is much faster and is able to get a tighter result with a given number of primitives. Our method can be directly applied to cloth-body collision handling in real-time cloth animation, and the simulation results by our approach are visually plausible.
I. INTRODUCTION
Approximating a 3D object using a set of simple geometric primitives is of great importance in shape analysis, collision detection, and shadowing. Geometric primitives include spheres, ellipsoids, axis-aligned bounding boxes (AABBs), oriented bounding boxes (OBBs), discrete oriented polytopes (k-DOPs), and so on. Among all the primitives, sphere is the simplest one; thus, it has been widely employed in computer graphics community. A capsule consisting of two spheres is also simple and efficient in collision detection. Because of this, both of two well-known, open-source physics-based engines, Bullet and PhysX, require a character to be represented by spheres and/or capsules in cloth simulation in order to provide real-time performance. However, such a representation is created manually in these engines. Therefore, there is a clear need to develop an automatic method to approximate a given mannequin using spheres and capsules as primitives.
Recently, Thiery et al. [1] proposed the Sphere-Meshes representation which is the linear interpolation of spheres along edges and triangles. While this method can handle a wide variety of models, the approximation error is large when the number of primitives is small, e.g., fewer than 300.
Moreover, it cannot guarantee a symmetric approximation for a symmetric input mannequin.
In this paper, based on the key insight that a human body can be divided into six parts: left/right arm, left/right leg, head and torso, and that the shape of each part is similar to a capsule, we propose a novel variational approximation algorithm to represent a mannequin by spheres and capsules. By employing the semantic information of the input mannequin, our method can generate a tighter and more symmetric result while keeping the number of primitives small. Based on the anthropometric characteristics of the human body, we turn such a 3D approximation problem into a 2D one, which significantly increases the efficiency of the approximation (i.e., two orders of magnitude faster than existing methods in our experiments). Figure 1 shows the framework of our approach. It consists of four steps: (i) Extract cross sections for each body part based on anthropometric characteristics of the human body. Each cross section is represented as a polygon which serves as a feature polygon of the input mannequin (see Figure 2 ).
(ii) Approximate a feature polygon with circles using a variant of iterative Lloyd clustering. (iii) Generate capsules FIGURE 1. The pipeline of our method: Given a mannequin, we first extract cross sections (feature polygons) from each body part. Then, we use a variational scheme to approximate these polygonal sections with circles. After that, we generate spheres, spheres/capsules in turn for the mannequin, and obtain the final result by adjusting their centers and radii. FIGURE 2. Feature polygons extraction and approximation: (a) some landmark points of a mannequin used in our algorithm, (b) twenty feature polygons of a mannequin, (c) and the approximation result of the waist polygon using six circles. The colored dotted lines outside the waist polygon (black) are the boundaries of the circles, and the colored dots inside the waist polygon are the centers of the circles.
based on the approximation results from (ii); (iv) Adjust the centers and/or radii of some spheres to completely cover the mannequin.
Step (i) and step (ii) are the key steps to transform the 3D approximation problem to a 2D one. In a nutshell, our algorithm of approximating a feature polygon is a kind of variational approximation methods, where the primitives are circles, and the error metric is the outside area (i.e., the area inside the circle set but outside the polygon).
For a given number of primitives, our method is both faster and tighter than previous methods, and the result by our approach can be directly used in physics-based engines such as Bullet and PhysX for cloth-body collision handling. Our approach has two major technical contributions:
• a novel method to turn the 3D approximation problem into a 2D one by extracting feature polygons from a mannequin; and
• a variational method to approximate a feature polygon with circles with a user-specified error threshold, using an error metric that measures the area inside the circle set but outside the polygon.
II. RELATED WORK A. SHAPE APPROXIMATION
A large amount of research works have been conducted on shape approximation. These works can be categorized by the approximation primitives: spheres [2] - [4] , ellipsoids [5] - [7] , axis-aligned bounding boxes (AABBs) [8] , oriented bounding boxes (OBBs) [9] , [10] , discrete oriented polytopes (k-DOPs) [11] , planar elements [12] , swept sphere volumes [13] , surfels [14] , and a mixed set of the above primitives [1] , [15] . Variational approximation methods [3] , [6] , [12] , [15] , [16] play an important role in shape approximation. A typical variational approximation framework consists of three stages: (i) a partitioning stage usually segments an object into some regions using a variant of Lloyd clustering; (ii) a fitting stage fits geometric primitives to each region, and (iii) a teleportation stage is triggered when the algorithm gets stuck in a local minimum, for example, it deletes a certain primitive and then inserts a new one accordingly.
The difference among variational methods mainly lies in the geometric primitives used to approximate each region and the error metric to guide the partitioning and fitting stages. The original variational shape approximation [12] uses planar elements as geometric primitives, and further work [15] extends to spheres, circular cylinders, and rolling ball blending surfaces. Both of them use an integrated surface distance as the error metric. The variational sphere set approximation [3] uses spheres as primitives and the outside volume as the error metric, and it is able to obtain a tighter approximation.
Thiery et al. [1] proposed an approximation method guided by spherical quadric error metrics. The resulting SphereMeshes representation is a linear interpolation of spheres along edges and triangles, which can be viewed as an approximation using spheres, truncated cones, and prisms as primitives. Technically, our approximation result can be viewed as a Sphere-Mesh without prisms, which is designed for realtime virtual try-on. Recently, Calderon and Boubekeur [17] proposed a shape approximation method based on an asymmetric morphological closing. Their output is a bounding polygon mesh. It is noteworthy that our method can also bound the input mannequin.
Other works also use the ellipsoid [6] or general quadric [16] as geometric primitives. Khoury et al. [18] use capsules to approximate humanoid robots. However, they only use one capsule to approximate each body part, and the capsule is required to be composed of two spheres of the same size. Their goal is to minimize the volume of the capsule while the capsule covers the body part. As a result, the accuracy of their method is limited. Since the body parts are segmented in advance, their method is essentially the fitting stage of variational approximation.
B. ACCELERATION STRUCTURES FOR COLLISION DETECTION
Collision detection is one of the most time-consuming parts in many computer graphic applications. To accelerate collision detection, researchers have developed various acceleration data structures including bounding-volume hierarchies, distance fields, and other spatial partitioning methods [19] . For a deforming character, its spatial data structures have to be updated when a character deforms. Although distance field-based approaches can get a high performance for a static object, it is time consuming to compute the dynamic distance field for a dynamic object. Different from them, our method can be updated through skinning in a fast way, and therefore it could deal with a dynamic mannequin for real time virtual try-on applications.
III. SPHERE AND CAPSULE SET APPROXIMATION
In this section, we describe our algorithm in detail. After presenting the feature polygon extraction algorithm in Section III-A, we approximate the obtained feature polygons with circles in Section III-B. Based on the 2D approximation, we can generate a 3D approximation in Sections III-C and III-D. After that, we describe the refinement part in Section III-E.
A. EXTRACTING FEATURE POLYGONS
A feature polygon is the boundary of a cross section of a body part. To extract feature polygons, we first calculate landmark points of the input mannequin including the points nearby crotch, wrists, and elbows. This can be done automatically using the method in [20] . Then, we extract cross sections that go through the landmark points and are perpendicular to the corresponding bone's direction. This part takes about two-thirds of the total computation time. 
B. APPROXIMATING FEATURE POLYGONS
A feature polygon can be approximated by a set of circles using a variational approximation method (Figure 2(c) ). We first define an error metric called Circle Outside Area (COA), which represents the area inside the circle set but outside the polygon (Figure 3 ), similar to SOV in [3] . Then, we minimize this error using a variant of iterative Lloyd clustering. All feature polygons are approximated independently. Note that with COA as the error metric, the approximation becomes a smallest circle problem when the number of circles equals 1, which can be solved efficiently [21] .
1) CALCULATING COA
The COA error of a circle C i is defined as:
where E is the edge set of the polygon P, and A is the area inside the circle C i but outside the polygon P. The total outside area of the entire circle set thus is defined as:
where n c is the number of circles, and C i is the i-th circle. We calculate the COA of C i edge by edge. If an edge e k is entirely or partially inside C i , then there exists an area between the circumference of C i and e k , we call it Circle Outside Edge Area (COEA) and denote it by A(e k , C i ). Then the total COA is calculated by adding or subtracting these COEAs over all the edges of P.
a: COMPUTING COEA
Let p 0 and p 1 be the two vertices of the edge e k . If both p p p 0 and p p p 1 are inside C i , then the COEA is defined as:
where The sign of each COEA is determined by two factors: whether the circle center is inside or outside the polygon, and whether the circle center is behind or in front of the edge (according to the edge's outward normal direction).
i) THE CIRCLE CENTER INSIDE THE POLYGON
COEA is positive if the circle center is behind the edge, and negative otherwise. Then, the COA of circle C i can be computed as:
where n e is the number of the edges of the polygon, e k is the k-th edge, n n n k is the outward normal of e k , p p p k 0 is one of the endpoints of e k , and o o o i is the center of the circle C i . SGN is a sign function that returns 1 if the argument is positive, −1 otherwise.
ii) THE CIRCLE CENTER OUTSIDE THE POLYGON
We first calculate the complementary area of COA (Figure 3(b) ) using Eq. 4, which is negative in this case. Adding the total circle area to the complementary area results in the following COA:
As shown in Figure 3 , the blue part is the COA, the green part is the complementary area of COA, which is calculated by Eq. 4. We have also experimented the Hausdorff Distance as the error metric. For a circle C, the Hausdorff Distance error is defined between the circle part outside the polygon P and the polygon part inside the circle C. However, we found that it costed more time and the result was not as good as the circle outside area.
2) MINIMIZING COA
We use a variant of iterative Lloyd clustering algorithm [22] to minimize Eq. 2. It consists of four steps: initialization, partitioning, fitting, and teleportation. With our strategy, we calculate several local minimums and then choose the best one as the final result.
Initialization. A polygon is discretized into two types of points: boundary points and interior points. We use the vertices of the polygon as boundary points and generate interior points using a scan conversion algorithm [23] .
We choose n c points that are evenly distributed on the longest diagonal of the polygon as the circle centers based on the observation that the resulting circle centers are always nearby the longest diagonal of the polygon P after the approximation process. We set all the circle radii as 0.
Partitioning. When a point p is assigned to a circle C, C's radius will be enlarged to include p, and thus the COA of C will increase accordingly. We assign p to C i that has the minimal increased COA.
To decide the order of points to be assigned, we calculate the distances from point p to each circle center, and the minimal distance is called the distance value of p. The points with smaller distance values will be assigned first. We have also experimented the flood fill (stack-based) algorithm [3] to order the points, but the result is not as good as the method we employ.
Fitting. After the partitioning, each circle is assigned to a set of points. Then, the center and radius of each circle are updated to best fit the points assigned to it. We minimize Eq. 1 using the multidimensional direction set method [24] :
where o is the center of circle C, and the radius r must be large enough to include all the assigned points. Teleportation. Like other variational approximation algorithms, our method cannot guarantee the global optimal result. When the algorithm gets stuck in a local minimum, a teleportation step is triggered to find another local minimum. If several consecutive local minimums do not improve the result sufficiently, the approximating process terminates and the best local minimum is accepted as the final result.
If several consecutive partitioning and fitting iterations did not improve the result significantly, then the algorithm would get stuck in a local minimum (possibly a global minimum) and teleportation is triggered. The circle C o with the maximum overlap ratio is marked and will be deleted, and the circle C e with the maximum COA is split into two circles C 0 e and C 1 e . The overlap ratio of a circle C is defined as the ratio of COA shared with at least one of other circles to the total area of C. The initial centers of C 0 e and C 1 e are randomly chosen from interior points of C i , and another partitioning and fitting iteration is then conducted.
C. GENERATING SPHERES AND CAPSULES
The capsule here means a volume formed by two spheres, and the radii of the spheres are not necessarily the same. Generating spheres: For each circle, we generate a sphere with the same radius and center. Generating capsules: We divide the mannequin into five parts: left arm, right arm, left leg, right leg, and torso, and each part will be processed independently. For each body part, we iteratively choose two adjacent feature polygons denoted as L 1 and L 2 , then for each sphere C i from L 1 and C j from L 2 , a capsule formed by C i and C j is generated. After all the capsules are generated, we eliminate those capsules that are completely covered by other capsules.
For most applications, the head can be approximated with one sphere, which is a minimally-enclosing sphere problem. The same method can be used for hands and feet.
D. ADJUSTING CENTERS/RADII OF SPHERES
The sphere/capsule set calculated from Section 3.3 usually cannot completely cover the mannequin. Therefore, we need to adjust the centers and/or radii of some spheres. We first calculate a point that is outside the sphere/capsule set, and assign it to the nearest sphere or capsule.
If an outside point p is assigned to a sphere S, then we increase the radius of S by D/2, and move the center towards p by D/2, where D is the distance from p to S (see Figure 4) . If an outside point p is assigned to capsule J , then we enlarge the radii of the two spheres of J by D/2, and move the centers of the two spheres toward the direction that points to p and is perpendicular to the axis of J by D/2, where D is the distance from p to J (see Figure 5 ). As shown in Figures 4 and 5 , the ordinal sphere/capsule is completely inside the new sphere/capsule. This means that the points inside the original sphere/capsule will also be inside the new sphere/capsule.
E. REFINEMENTS
We can further refine the approximation as follows.
1) SPLITTING THE HIP POLYGON INTO THREE PARTS
We split a hip polygon into three parts: left buttock polyline, right buttock polyline, and center butt polyline (see Figure 6) . Each part will be approximated independently. Although sample points for the partitioning step are generated from the new polygon, we still calculate the COA of a circle using the original feature polygon. 
2) SPLITTING THE BUST POLYGON INTO THREE PARTS
As for a female mannequin, two breasts can be represented by two spheres. To do so, we split the bust polygon into three parts: left breast polyline, right breast polyline, and the rest (see Figure 7) , and use one circle to approximate each part.
To decide the gender of the mannequin, we calculate the ratio of the height of the breast and the width of the chest. If the ratio is larger than a threshold (we use 0.04 in our experiments), we consider the mannequin as female, and split the bust polygon as described above. 
IV. APPLICATIONS AND RESULTS

A. APPLICATIONS
Like the sphere set from [3] , our sphere/capsule set can also be used for proximity query, generating soft shadows, etc. It is obvious that out sphere/capsule set is smoother than the sphere set [3] , and thus can be directly used for cloth-body collision detection in cloth simulation.
While animating other approximations [12] , [16] might be complex, it is quite straightforward for our sphere + capsule set. We first calculate the mean value coordinates [3] , [25] of each sphere center in the rest pose. During the animation, the centers of spheres are updated using a linear combination of the positions of the deformed vertices of the mannequin's skin.
In [26] , animated mesh sequences are approximated by animated sphere-meshes, which are meshes indexing the animated sphere set. However, this method may not work when the animated mesh sequence does not exist,, e.g. realtime virtual try-on applications.
B. RESULTS
We implemented our approach in C++ and reported its performances on an off-the-shelf computer with Intel Core i7-7700 CPU 4.20GHz and 16GB memory.
To the best of our knowledge, there is no existing method to approximate a solid object using both spheres and capsules as primitives. The most relevant one is Sphere-Meshes [1] which is a linear interpolation of spheres along edges and triangles. Therefore, we compared our method with it, based on visual and geometric errors, performance, and applications in cloth simulation. Note that we do not approximate hands, feet and the head of the mannequin, since these parts typically are not used in virtual try-on applications.
1) VISUAL AND GEOMETRIC ERRORS
Geometric errors are measured by the relative outside volume E r , i.e., the ratio of the volume outside (inside) the original model but inside (outside) the sphere/capsule set, and E M , i.e., mean distance from the original model to the approximation. Similar to [1] , E M is expressed as the percentage of the bounding box of the input mannequin. The original mannequin M o consists of 45k vertices and 64k faces. We deleted the hands, feet and head of the original mannequin to generate a new mannequin M n . Both our method and Sphere-Meshes use M o as input.
We take a capsule as 3 primitives, 2 spheres and 1 truncated cone. For Sphere-Meshes [1] , each interpolated edge corresponds to a capsule and thus 3 primitives, and each interpolated triangle corresponds to three capsules and one triangle for the outer crusts of the interpolation and thus 8 primitives. Figure 8 compares our approximation with the Sphere-Meshes representation using three different numbers of primitives: n p = 32, n p = 64, and n p = 128. From the figure we can see that, the computation time of our method is much less than that of the Sphere-Meshes method, and our result is more symmetric and tighter. The main reason is that by utilizing the semantic information of the input mannequin, our method can put spheres at the most appropriate positions. Figure 9 illustrates E r as a function of n p . We can see that our results are more accurate with a given number of primitives. Although the curves of our method are close to those of Sphere-Meshes after n p is larger than 150, both curves are flatten out. This means that, to obtain a certain error, the number of primitives required for Sphere-Meshes is much larger than our method.
There are two ways to improve our result: (1) Increase the number of circles for each feature polygon, and (2) add more feature polygons (although this will result in more circles). Generally, when a feature polygon L new is newly added, more circles are needed for the feature polygons adjacent to L new and for L new itself.
2) PERFORMANCE Table 1 shows the computation time t with respect to the number of primitives n p . We can find that our method is more than two orders of magnitude faster than Sphere-Meshes. Sphere-Meshes is a bottom-up decimation algorithm, which means the smaller the desired number of primitives, the more time it costs. As shown in column one, to obtain an approximation of 22 primitives, our method is more than 200 times faster than Sphere-Meshes. As a result, our method is more suitable for real-time applications than the Sphere-Meshes method. Figure 10 shows the time ratio t as a function of the number of faces n f of the mannequin. Each mannequin is approximated with 64 primitives. We can see that the relative performance of our method increases even further when the number of the faces of the mannequin increases. Therefore, our method is more appropriate to approximate high resolution mannequins.
3) CLOTH SIMULATION a: DRAPING SIMULATION Figure 11 shows a draping simulation result using our sphere/ capsule set approximation method. The female mannequin is approximated by 64 primitives. The dress consists of 8k 25926 VOLUME 6, 2018 vertices and 14k faces. In this example, we only take the sphere/capsule set (not rendered) as a collision handling data structure.
b: REAL-TIME CLOTH ANIMATION
Collision handling is the most time-consuming process in cloth simulation. Many prior works [19] , [27] have been VOLUME 6, 2018 FIGURE 10. The time ratio between Sphere-Meshes and our method with respect to the number of faces of the mannequin. t Sphere−Meshes and t ours are the computational times for Sphere-Meshes and our method, respectively. done in this area. However, all of them have to re-compute a spatial data structure (e.g., bounding-volume hierarchies, distance fields, etc.) for acceleration when the character is deformed. The re-computing process will consume a lot of time, which is usually unacceptable for real-time cloth animation. Fortunately, the time cost of updating our sphere/capsule set is negligible in our approach: we first calculate the mean value coordinate [28] of each sphere center in the character's rest pose, and then update them using a linear combination of the deformed positions of the mannequin skin vertices.
We used position based dynamics [29] , which is a popular method to simulate fluid [30] , cloth, etc., to perform physical simulation. The mannequin was rigged by a dual quaternion linear blending skinning [31] - [33] . The motion data was extracted from CMU motion capture data [34] or captured by Kinect v2.0. We used the method in [35] to define the skinning weights of a given character's mesh with respect to its skeleton. Unlike previous data-driven methods [32] , [36] - [39] , our algorithm can perform in real time without any pre-computation except for generating sphere/capsule set approximation. In our experiments, the dress consists of 8k vertices and 14k faces, the mannequin consists of 7k vertices and 13k faces, and the frame per second (fps) can be up to 55. In the future, we plan to add hair to the mannequin [40] , [41] to obtain more realistic results. Please see the supplemental demo video for animation details.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we present a novel algorithm to approximate a mannequin using a mixed set of spheres and capsules. Our method turns a 3D approximation problem into a 2D one, which increases the performance by two orders of magnitude. With the same number of primitives, our method is faster and more accurate than previous methods. When the user uses physics-based engines such as Bullet and PhysX engines, our result can be directly used for real-time cloth animation because we employ a simplified cloth-body collision handling algorithm. Our experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness and efficiency of our approach. Although our method is tailored to generate a sphere/ capsule set approximation for a mannequin, we believe that it can also be used to approximate other articulated characters when their feature polygons can be calculated.
Our current approach has the following limitations: First, as the sphere/ capsule set is larger than the mannequin, our algorithm may bring errors. Second, for a mannequin, the regions around shoulders are difficult to be approximated accurately because of their special shapes. In the future, we plan to solve this issue by adding certain special feature polygons perpendicular to each shoulder's direction.
